When searching for the right speaker, is it hard to decide which feature
is the most important to you? Is it music quality, appearance, or
compatibility with popular virtual voice assistants? Well, we are here
to help you choose a smart speaker with all of these capabilities. TIS
technology has made it easy to find the best option for quality
sound control: TIS Speakers are now available in a wide
variety of ceiling, wall, and outdoor solutions with
quality materials and fashionable looks to take
you to the next level of audio experience.

The TIS 6.5” Frameless Ceiling Speaker is a ceilingmounted sensor with a nice finish, available in round
and square grills. Enjoy the features of our frameless
speaker in your café during a live match between Real
Madrid and Barcelona. This product is also an awesome
choice for your gym, seminar room, restaurant, etc.

The TIS Outdoor Wall Mount Speaker is a
weatherproof solution available in black and
white colors that is designed to be mounted in
an outdoor wall. Do you need some fresh air
to wipe away your weariness? Drown in the
flow of time while relaxing with your favorite
rhythm on the balcony.

The TIS Rock Speaker is perfect for open spaces such as
patios, pools, porches, decks, and backyards. This one
is a portable solution with bold bass and wide soundstages
suitable for any spot you choose. Here’s an idea: If your
children are bored and you have no clue how to entertain
them, just find your kid’s play tent, take it to the yard, ready
the pool, and then play a track and set the mode. If you
want, you can take the speaker inside the pool, too. TIS
speakers are water and dustproof.

We care about your needs. Let us make
a difference with our audio products.

